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The following is proved (in a slightly more general setting): Let (Ye ,..., (Ye 
be positive real, yi ,..., ym real, and suppose that the system [nq + ~~1, i = l,..., 
m, n = 1,2,..., contains every positive integer exactly once (= a complementing 
system). Then a+, is an integer for some i # j in each of the following cases: 
(i) m = 3 and m = 4; (ii) m = 5 if all oii but one are integers; (iii) m > 5, 
two of the oii are integers, at least one of them prime; (iv) m > 5 and ‘Y, < 2” 
for n = 1,2 ,.,., m - 4. 
For proving (iv), a method of reduction is developed which, given a com- 
plementing system of m sequences, leads under certain conditions to a derived 
complementing system of m - 1 sequences. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We employ the following threefold definition for complementary, 
N-lower complementary, and N-upper complementary sequences. 
DEFINITION. Let CQ , 01s ,..., 01, be positive numbers, y1 , yz ,..., ‘ym real, N 
an integer. Let S, , n = 1,2 ,..., m, be the sets of all integers from 
the sequences +n = [kn, + m], PZ = 1, 2,..., m, respectively; 
k = 0, il, f2 ,... (k < N) [k 3 N]. 
We say that the system of sequences qS1, & ,..., & is complementary 
(N-lower complementary) [N-upper complementary] if 
(i) no integer appears more than once in q&(k), no integer appears 
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more than once in 4*(k),..., no integer appears more than once in 4,(k), 
k = 0, +l, i-2,... (k < N) [k >, N]; 
(ii) Si n Sj = @ for i # j; 
(iii) lJLISi = Z (==ZN’) [=Z ] N , w  h ere Z (ZN’) [Z,] is the set of all 
integers (<n~in(+dN), #dW,..., 5409)) [>min(+,W), MV,..., 4m(N>1. 
DEFINITION. & , $s ,..., & are said to be complementing if $I , & ,..., $m 
are complementary, N-lower complementary, or N-upper complementary. 
The a1 , o(? ,..., olrn are called the mod&i of the system. 
EXAMPLES. Let a1 , 01~ be positive irrational numbers satisfying 
-1 
% + a;l = 1. Then [ncuJ, [nol,] are l-upper complementary. The 
following interesting property holds 
(A) If [n&J, i = I,..., m, is a l-upper complementary system, 
then m < 2. 
See, e.g., [3, 5, 61. Necessary and sufficient conditions for [nal + ~~1, 
[nol, + rz] to be complementing are given in [l] for the case in which 
01~ , 01~ are any positive real numbers. Note that, if not all yi are zero, we 
can have m > 2. Exactly covering systems of arithmetic sequences are 
a case in point. For this class of complementing systems, the two largest 
moduli are always equal (see, e.g., [2, 4, 71). 
We may also have m > 2 if all the 01~ are irrational. Thus1 if a1 , 01~ are 
positive irrational satisfying ol;l + ol;’ = 1, then [ncx,], [n(2c+J - 01~1, 
[n(2cu,)] are complementary, and so are [na,], [n(3a,) - 24, [n(3a2) - 01~1, 
bCbJ1, etc. 
In all these examples, at least two of the moduli are equal if m > 2. 
But this is not always the case: Let 171 be any positive integer. The m + 1 
sequences of integers 
“.=[2miLV_1k]-22n+1, n=O,l,..., m, k=l,2 ,... 
are complementary (as well as l-lower and l-upper complementary). 
Indeed, let t be an arbitrary positive integer. Write 
t = qn(2m+1 - 1) + Tla ) 1 <r, <2m+1- 1. 
II owe this example to Dr. Ronald L. Graham, with whom I had a number of 
stimulating conversations about the subject matter. I also benefited from a written 
communication from Dr. s. ZnBm. 
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We can write r, = 2”(2s,, - l), 1 < s, d 2m-“, 0 < n < m. Because 
there are precisely 2m+1 - 1 integers of this form, 
r lzmitx = p(p-n+l - 1) z 2m+1 - 1, 
and 2n(2~, - 1) = 2”(2s, - 1) implies v = n. Thus 
t = qn(2”+1 - 1) + s,2”+l - 1 - 2” + 1 
- c:-y l (qn2+% + &)I - 2” + 1, - 
and t is obtained in I,& . 
Suppose that t is also obtained in I$” , i.e., 
[ 
2”;m-; l k] - 2” + 1 = t. 
Write k = q,2”-* + s, , 1 < s, d 21)2--y. Then 
t = q,(2”+1 - 1) + s”2”+1 - 2”. 
Thus 
qn(2”fl - 1) + 2”(2s, - 1) = q”(2”+1 - 1) + 2”(2S” - I), 
which implies 2”(2s, - 1) = 2”(2s, - l), hence IZ = v, s,, = s, , qn = 4;. 
We conjectue that there are always two moduli with integral ratio if 
m > 2, as evidenced in the above examples. It is our purpose to prove the 
following results in this direction: 
THEOREM. If +1,&,...,& is a system of complementing sequences, 
then CXJCL~ is an integer for some i # j in each of the following cases: 
(i) m = 3, m = 4. 
(ii) m = 5, ifall 01~ but one are integers. 
(iii) m > 5, two of the a:i are integers, at least one of them prime. 
(iv) m > 5andol, < 2*forn = I,2 ,..., m - 4. 
The proof of (iii) is immediate: Suppose that ai is prime, aj integral. If 
(CX~ , CXJ = 1, then mai - n~yi = [rf] - [ri], i.e., [mai + ri] = [naj + rj] 
has infinitely many solutions m, n. Hence ai 1 o~j . 
For proving (iv), we develop a method of reduction which, given a 
system of m complementing sequences, leads under certain conditions to 
a derived complementing system of m - 1 sequences (Lemma 6). 
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2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
For the proof of(i) of the theorem we shall assume that +1 , & ,..., & 
are complementing, ai/aj is an integer for no i # j, and that 
is a sequence of consecutive integers of arbitrary length, which,without loss 
of generality, can be assumed to be ascending. We shall further assume 
that 1 -C cyI < 0~~ < --- < 01, , except in Lemma 6, where 01~ is not 
necessarily the smallest. 
DEFINITIONS. (i) A subsequence of @ is any non-empty sequence 
obtained by omitting from CD all occurrences of +i for a fixed subset of 
i (1 < i < m). 
(ii) A subsequence Y of CD is called regular if one of the subsequence 
symbols, say q$ , has the property that every two consecutive symbols 
dJi(W> 4i(k + 1) are separated by the same number of symbols # # & , 
4 E Y. If Y does not have this property it is called irregular. 
Note that every regular subsequence consisting of two symbols & , & 
only, with 01~ < olj , has the form 
ifai is an integer. 
(ii) Let Aq$ = ( $,(k + 1) - y&(k)) - (qL(Z + 1) - &(Z)>, k, Zintegers. 
Then 1 A+,/ < 1. 
Proof: (i) is obvious and (ii) follows immediately from (i). 
COROLLARY. The distance between two adjacent terms in a subsequence 
is bounded. 
Proof. If the subsequence contains all occurrences of C#I~ , the distance 
between two adjacent terms of the subsequence is bounded by 
mp (W + 1) 01, + ml - Wan + Y,J> < b,l + 1. 
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LEMMA 2. If @ contains a regular subsequence of the form (l), then 
OIj = PI& . 
Proof By the corollary, &(k + t) - I#~(I + tn) = C, , where C, is 
bounded. On the other hand, 
= C(k + t> c+ + yil - [(1+ tn) 01~ + yi] 
= t(aj - n4 + koli + yj - lc+ - yi + 8, -1 <e < 1. 
Hence for fixed k, I, t(olj - nai) = C,‘, where C,’ is bounded. Since t 
may be arbitrarily large, we must have 01~ = noli . 
Lemma 2 enables us to restrict attention to sequences with the property 
that every subsequence consisting of only two elements is irregular. 
LEMMA 3. Let yl, yz be any real numbers. Suppose that 01~~ 01~ are 
real numbers satisfying n < oil < 01~ < n + 1, where n is a positive integer. 
Then there exist integers k, I such that #,(k) = &(I). 
Proof Since 01~ < 0~~ , any sufficiently large interval contains more 
multiples of 01~ than of 01~ . Choose an interval I, starting with & , which 
contains, say, c2 appearances of q& and c1 > c2 appearances of & . Thus 
I contains c2 compartments [&(I), &(1+ 1)) of length n or II + 1. In 
these compartments, there are c, > c2 +,‘s. Hence there exists a compart- 
ment containing 4,(k), +,(k + l), with difference n, which can happen only 
if h(k) = MO. 
COROLLARY. ixi > n implies oIi+l > n + 1. In particular, cyl 3 n 
implies ci( > n f i - 1, i = 2 ,..., m. 
LEMMA 4. Let @I be the subsequence obtained by omitting from @ all 
occurrences of & . Let u be the difference of any two consecutive terms of 
@1.Thena=lor2ifol,>2;anda=iori+1withi>2forallbut 
a finite number of u if al < 2. 
Proof By Lemma l(i), +,(k + 1) > 4,(k) + 2 if 01~ > 2. Thus two 
consecutive integers cannot be missing from Q1 . It follows that u = 1 or 2. 
Now suppose that a1 < 2. Define #I by or;’ + p-l = 1. Then j3 > 2. 
If 01~ is irrational, let 6 be any real number satisfying ~JoL, + 6/p = 0 
(mod 1). By [l, Theorem XIII], [nol, + yl], [n/3 + S] are both N-lower and 
N-upper complementary for every N except that for each N there may be 
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a finite number of missing or double elements. If 01~ = a/c, (a, c) = 1, we 
can assume without loss of generality that y1 = t/c, t integral. Letting 
6 = a(& - 2N + 1) - (YlC + 1) 
a-c , 
[I, Theorem III] shows that [nq + rr], [n/3 + 61 are N-lower and N- 
upper complementary for each N. 
So except for a finite number of n, CJ is the difference between consecutive 
terms of [n/3 + 61. By Lemma l(i), u = [/3] or [fl] + 1, completing the 
proof. 
Remarks. (i) Numbers yr’, 6 can actually be chosen so that 
1% + Y1’11 BP + 61 are complemeting; but the proof is somewhat 
longer. 
(ii) The method of proof of Lemma 4 can be used to give a very short 
proof of result (A). 
Suppose that cq , o(~ ,..., 01, are real numbers > 1. Writing olil = oli , 
we define recursively the numbers cQ,..., ~lk-~+~ by 
k a!< = a!;:;11 1 -&), 
( k 3 2, 
i = 1, 2,..., m-k-l-1. 
011 
The operation of going from the &’ to the aik is called a reduction, and 
the latter is called a reduced system with respect to the former. 
LEMMA 5. 
1 -e!--_l.- . . . -L!L), k 3 2, 
"1 012 ak-l 
i = 1, 2,..., m-k+l. 
Proof. True for k = 2. Suppose we proved it already for k. Then 
k+l 
% %+kA7c-l 1 - &) 
i k Ll 
= %fk (Ak-l - -j-j 
where 
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LEMMA 6. Suppose that [nq + yiJ, i = l,..., m is a complementing 
system, m > 2. Then so is [n& + a,], i = I,..., m - 1, where 
i=l ,...,m - 1, 
if one of the following two conditions holds: 
(9 Q(1 d 2; 
(ii) ai , yi are integers for i > 1 and q > 2. 
However, in general, the system with the pi is not complementing, no 
matter what ai are chosen. 
We remark that in (ii) we do not assume that 01~ is the smallest of the ai . 
Proof. If cyl < 2, then [kac, + yI] - k, k > M, contains all integers > 
[Ma, + yI] - AI. Because, if the integerp is not assumed, then 
Pa, + ~11 - k < P - 1, [(k + 1) a:1 + yll - (k + 1) Z p + 1. 
Thus [(k + 1) aI + yl] - [kol, + yI] 3 3. This is possible only if cyl > 2 
by Lemma I(i). From Lemma I(i) it also follows that [ka!, + yl] - k is 
a monotonously non-decreasing function of k. 
Let p > [Mel, + yl] - M be any integer. We shall show that p is 
assumed in the second system. There exists an integer k such that 
[(k + 1) 01~ + y,] - (k + 1) = p. Furthermore, we can choose k as 
the smallest such integer, i.e., if [(k + 1) 01~ + yI] = L + 1, then 
[kol, + yl] = L - 1. Since the first set is complementing, there exist 
integers 1, i (i 3 2) such that [Zq + ri] = L. Thus, 
kal + yl -=c L < lai + yi < L + 1 d (k + 1) al+ yl . 
Multiplying by l/a = I - I/cw, , 
L(l-J+/:+$<(L+l)(l-J-). 
Now, 
+.k+l+:, $>k+fi. 
% 
Therefore 
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Adding 6,-I - yJol we obtain 
L - k < lpi-1 + Sg-1 < L - k + 2 - $ <L-k+l. 
Hence p is indeed assumed in the second system, namely, [Z/3,-l + &-J = 
L-k==. 
It remains to be shown that if (l, , i) # (Z2, j), i, j > 2, then 
[Z1/3i-1 + Si-,] # [l&3+, + SJ. Since the first system is complementing, 
we have, say, 
In fact, L, < L, - 2. By the first part of the proof, there exist integers 
k, , k, such that 
k, + nl = -5 - 1, Kk, + 1) al+ 14 = L, + 1, 
and &Pi-l + &-,I = L1 - kl , 
Vw, + rll = L, - 1, W, + 1) al+ ~1 = L, + 1, 
and [b/L-1 + L] = L, - k, . 
Now, 
W, + 1) al+ nl = L, + 1 < -4 - 1 = LG, + yJ. 
This implies k, + 1 < k, and hence 
Kk, + 1) ~1 + rJ - (k, + 1) < Lb, + rll - k, 
by the monotonicity of the function. Hence 
L, - 4 = [@a + 1) 011 + ~11 - (k, + 0 = [k,~, + ~11 - k, + 1 
>, W, + 1) 011 + ~11 - (k, + 1) + 1 = L, - k, + 1, 
completing the proof of the first part of the lemma. 
For the second part we note that every integer > [Ma, + rl] - M + 1 
is uniquely expressible in the form L - k, where k, L satisfy 
Lh + 14 < L < Kk + 1) 011 + y,], (2) 
and k > M. Because for fixed k, L - k increases by 1 as L increases by 1 
in the interval (2). If L, = [(k + 1) 01~ + rl] - 1, then 
L, + 2 = C& + 1) 011 + nl + 1, 
$32a/r&-2 
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and thus L, - k is followed by L,, - k + 1 also in transferring from one 
interval (2) into the next higher one. The uniqueness follows from the 
fact that L. - k is strictly increasing. 
Let p > [Mel, + rl] - M + 1 be any integer. By the above, p = L - k 
for some k, L satisfying (2). Thus 
Pa, + ~11 + 1 < L < Kk + 1) 0~1 + rJ - 1; 
km, + yl < L G (k + 1) 011 + yl - 1. 
Since the first system is complementing, L = Zai + yi for some i 3 2. 
Thus, 
>L-k-1 - Yl - 1 --3 
011 
and 
L - k < @ml + &Ml < L - k + 1 - + < L - k + 1. 
Therefore [l/3-, + SiW1 J = L - k = p. 
For any (2, , i) # (I, ,j), i, j > 2 we have 
By what we proved already, 
Ll - k, = P&4-l + &-A L, - k, = ML + Ll. 
Since L, # L, , also L, - k, # Lz - k, by the uniqueness, completing 
the proof of the second part of the lemma. 
For the last part, note that there is a complementing system consisting 
of the sequences 6n, 8n + 1, 20n + 3, and 79 suitable arithmetic 
progressions with modulus 120. This system is now reduced iteratively 79 
times, using each time a highest modulus, by the procedure suggested in 
Lemmas 5 and 6. By Lemma 5, this leads to a system with three moduli 
given by 
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But these cannot be the moduli of a complementing system, in view of 
the case m = 3 of the theorem, which is proved below independently of 
Lemma 6. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The case m = 3. Suppose first o(~ >, 2. By Lemma 3, 01~ > 3, hence 
$JZ + 1) - ti2(Z) > 3. There exists an interval (r&(k), ti3(k + 1)) con- 
taining at least two occurrences of & , say &(l), &(1+ 1). Considering 
the subsequence O1 , we have by Lemma 4, &(Z + 1) - &(l) < 2, a 
contradiction. 
Therefore we must have 01~ < 2. Since Q1 is irregular, it must contain 
a segment of the form 
where the uj denote the differences, and k 3 1, I > 1. By Lemma 4, 
aj=iori+1,i32.Notethat 
04, 3 Ok+1 + (5k+2 - ‘3i, j = 2 ,..., k; k + 3 ,..., 2k + 1 + 1; 
4% > (Ok+2 - uk+l> + c”2k+3 - %> 
+ (“k+3 + “* + u2k+2) - c”2 + “* + uk)* 
In view of Lemma 1, the first of these inequalities implies ukfl = u~+~ = 2, 
ui = 3, j = 2 ,..., k; k f 3 ,..., 2k + 2. Hence the second inequality gives 
A& 3 &&+3 - u1 + 3 2 2, contradicting Lemma 1. 
The case m = 4. Suppose first 01~ > 2. Then 01, > n + 1, n = 1,2,3,4. 
There exist two consecutive $4 between which there are at least two & , 
say &(k), &(k + 1). Also, &(k + 1) - &(k) 3 4. Between these two 
+a there must therefore be precisely two $I and a single & . 
Indeed, removing d1 from Q, leaves a subsequence with u = 1 or 2. 
Removing also q$ leaves a subsequence with u = 1,2 or 3. We have even 
u > 4, as required, if and only if di contains a segment $1+2+1 . Note that 
the left +I cannot be preceded by d2 and the right +I cannot be followed 
by $2, since a2 3 3. Thus Cp contains, in fact, a segment $3$1+2+1+3 . 
This shows that 01~ < 5, and 
2 < 011 < 3 < 012 < 4 < a3 < 5 < a4 I 
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Consider now all possibilities of extending the above segment on the 
right in @. They are listed below: 
where +i,j means that both & and $j have to appear at the same position, 
and therefore the segment cannot be extended along this branch. The 
only possibility is therefore 
$3 
d3~1dzd~3~1~3d144~3C1/2 
hM34254 cannot be continued. 
Thus starting with +3+1&$1&, we obtained that the only possible 
continuation is $1+2$1$3. In other words: 
@ = *.* +1~374hA~3~1+2$M3 ***7 
which does not contain &. This contradiction shows that necessarily 
Ly] <2. 
Removing & from @ leaves a subsequence @, consisting of & , & , +4 , 
with u = i or i + 1, i > 2. 
Suppose first that @, contains a segment &#I~ . If all segments are of this 
form, we are done. Note that @I cannot contain a segment &J~+~u~&o~&, 
because such a segment with &o~& implies 
AqL>q+uz+u3- 0, > 3i - (i + 1) = 2i - 1 > 3, 
contradicting Lemma 1. But @I can conceivably contain a segment 
5wzC3 3 x = 3 or 4. In this case, we have necessarily i = 2, and any 
segment && in @r satisfies & - I$~ = 3 if x = 2; & - I$~ = 2 if 
x = 3 or 4. 
Now remove also +4 . This leaves a subsequence consisting of & , & 
only, with u = 2, 3, 4. Since this subsequence is not regular, it must 
contain a segment of the form (3), where u1 = CQ+~ = u~+~ = uZkf3 = 2. 
If k = 1, we obtain A+, 3 3, a contradiction. For k > 2, 
Ad3 z (u/c+3 + a-- + ~a+& - (0, + -.- + 4, 
where uj = 3 or 4, j = 2 ,..., k; k + 3 ,..., 2k + 2. Moreover, uj = 4 for 
at most one uj , j = 2 ,..., k. Hence for k > 1, 
A&>3k-(k-2)3-4=2, 
a contradiction. 
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We are thus forced to conclude that c.& does not contain two consecutive 
+z . Note that Q1 cannot contain any segment of the form &,&&#& , 
where X, y, z = 3 or 4 only (since 01~ < 01~ < 01~). If Q1 contains a segment 
&c#~$~c#+, then it actually contains a segment #&2&$&&3 or 
#w&$344+2$3. Th e f ormer is impossible since it implies 01~ > 2, (Ye -=c 3, 
contradicting Lemma 3. The latter is impossible since it implies czz > 2, 
CY~ > 3, 01~ < 4, again contradicting Lemma 3. Thus 
where each x = 3 or 4. If there exists a @‘, we may assume without loss 
of generality that it is preceded by c&-“’ and +2-l’, and followed by 
4y+l). Then Q1 contains the segment 4 4 u 4 (r 4 IJ #I u $ u 4 u $ 4 231223324452632' 
dcj3~u3+u4+u5+u6-ul-u2),4i-2(i+l) 
= 2i - 2 > 2, 
contradicting Lemma 1. Hence 
where 44 is missing. This contradiction completes the proof of the first 
part of the theorem. 
The case m = 5. Reduce the system by 0~~ , where cq is the non-integral 
modulus. By Lemma 6(ii), a complementing system with four moduli 
p1 , p2 , p3 , fi4 is obtained, and by what we proved already, p,/pj is an 
integer. 
The case m 3 5. Reduce the system iteratively m - 4 times. At the 
k-th stage, 
Thus at each stage the reduction leads to a complementing system 
by Lemma 6(i). Finally, for k = m - 4, we are led to a complement- 
ing system with the four moduli Aq,-3 , Acx,-~ , Acz,-.~ , Aq,, , where 
A zz= 1 _ a;1 _ a;1 _ . . . - a;y4 . From the case m = 4, it follows that 
Ac+,&Aar,-, = a,-i/a,-j is an integer for some 0 < i < j < 3. 
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